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Abstract
In the field of molecular dynamics (MD), a long-standing issue is the time frame required in
order to fully observe a chemical reaction. Enhanced sampling methods have been the primary
way of overcoming this issue for the past 40 years. In this experiment our goal was to combine
new and existing sampling methods in order to create an efficient and accurate way of retrieving
kinetics data from simulations. In order to do this, we examined two test cases: the enzymes
chorismate mutase and cytosine deaminase. We did this using hybrid quantum
mechanics/molecular mechanics simulations coupled with enhanced sampling methods. The
electronic structure of the quantum region is computed at the semiempirical level. We used
metadynamics enhanced sampling method to study the reaction within the enzyme active site by
biasing along the reaction coordinate. This allowed us to estimate the barrier heights and
transition state coordinates. We also used the variationally enhanced sampling method to probe
reaction kinetics. This latter approach suffered from convergence issues leading us to consider
more advanced collective variables or improvements to how the bias is optimized.
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1.0 Introduction
A long-standing issue in the field of molecular dynamics (MD) when attempting to
simulate biochemical systems is the time scales required and the associated computational cost
that they require.1 In order to simulate these systems accurately with numerical methods we must
consider the quickest degrees of freedom that a given biomolecule will exhibit.2 These
movements are often on the scale of femto- or picoseconds, while the time required for a reaction
to complete can be on the order of minutes or longer. “Brute-force” simulations for one of these
reactions would require an unreasonably large number of steps to complete while producing an
overwhelming volume of data.
In the face of these issues, computational biochemists have utilized enhanced sampling
methods. These methods typically employ an external bias, accelerating the transition between
metastable states of the system. This improves the exploration of the system’s configuration
space by amplifying natural fluctuations in the system, which are called, collective variables
(CVs).2 The identification of these CVs is an important task as well, as amplifying the
fluctuations which lead to the reaction of interest is the crux of these methods. Fluctuations in
unimportant degrees of freedom need to be avoided as they will waste time and lower
computational efficiency and could lead to hysteresis. This is one of the major pitfalls of
collective variable-based enhanced sampling methods.
1.1 Overview of Enhanced Sampling Methods
Enhanced sampling methods have been utilized and improved upon over the past few
decades, with one of the most notable methods, umbrella sampling, being created in 1977 by
Torrie & Valleu.3 These methods can be generally categorized as either CV based methods or
non-CV based methods. This thesis focuses on the former of the two. Umbrella sampling was the

first of these CV based methods and laid groundwork for the creation of metadynamics, a
popular enhanced sampling method currently utilized in molecular dynamics.4 In these methods
the CVs are described as functions of atomic coordinates (s(R)). These CVs must be robust
enough as to describe whatever process that’s being examined. Data from MD simulations can be
used to create a free energy surface or a configuration space which can describe the system’s
state in relation to the process of interest. The free energy surface is defined as the logarithm of
the equilibrium distribution which would define the CVs, up to a constant.
1

𝐹(𝑠) = − log ∫ 𝑑𝑹 𝛿(𝑠 − 𝑠(𝑹))𝑒 −𝛽𝑈(𝑹)
𝛽

(1)

Here, 𝛽 is equal to (kBT)-1, and U(R) is a potential energy function. In order to witness
something like an unbinding or binding event, the CV would need to describe the system in the
bound and unbound state. These two states would need to be well defined by the CV and
separated enough that they can be differentiated. A simple CV might be the distance between the
ligand’s center of mass and the protein’s center of mass. A more complex CV might utilize
differences in charges or coordination numbers between the two states.
These states of interest will be separated by a potential energy barrier. Overcoming this
barrier in the course of a molecular dynamics simulation is a rare event and can take a
prohibitive amount of time. To overcome this timescale issue, a bias potential is introduced
which aims to lower this barrier. The way this bias is utilized is dependent on the method, but in
all cases the bias aims to lower the potential energy barrier by enhancing natural fluctuations in
the system.2
1.2 Metadynamics
Metadynamics is one of the more popular enhanced sampling methods which has been
modified and extended in numerous ways in order to create methods such as funnel
2

metadynamics or well-tempered metadynamics.5–7 It has also been used in conjugation with
other methods, like replica exchange models, or machine learning algorithms.7,8,22 Metadynamics
builds a history-dependent bias over iterations, and this building is dynamic, controlled by the set
of variables in the following equation:
−1

𝑉𝑛 (𝑠) = 𝑉𝑛−1 (𝑠) + 𝐺(𝑠, 𝑠𝑛 )exp (𝛾−1 𝛽𝑉𝑛−1 (𝑠𝑛 ))

(2)

where V0 = 0, G(s,sn) is a Gaussian kernel, and the exponent acts as a scaling factor, with the
parameter 𝛾 being referred to as the bias factor.7 It is also known that the scaling factor decreases
with each iteration by 1/n, meaning the portion of the Gaussian added each iteration decreases in
size.6,9
In order to pull any useful information out of these biased simulations, the sampled
distributions must be reweighted to account for the added bias in order to get physical real-world
results. First, examine the equilibrium distribution of any set of CVs:
𝑃(𝑠) = ∫ 𝑑𝑹𝛿[𝑠 − 𝑠(𝑹)]𝑃(𝑹) = 〈𝛿[𝑠 − 𝑠(𝑹)]〉

(3)

Here, P(R) = exp[-𝛽U(R)]/Z, the Boltzmann distribution which corresponds to the potential
energy function U(R), with Z = ∫ 𝑑𝑅exp[−𝛽𝑈(𝑅)] being the partition function.7 When we add
the bias function shown in Equ. 1, we get a new equilibrium distribution which follows:
𝑃𝑉 (𝑠) = ∫ 𝑑𝑹𝛿(𝑠 − 𝑠(𝑹))𝑃𝑉 (𝑹) =
where, PV(R) =

exp(−𝛽(𝑈(𝑹)+𝑉(𝑠(𝑹))))
𝑍𝑉

exp(−𝛽(𝐹(𝑠)+𝑉(𝑠)))
∫ 𝒅𝒔 exp(−𝛽(𝐹(𝑠)+𝑉(𝑠)))

(4)

is the modified Boltzmann distribution of the biased

ensemble with a biased partition function ZV = ∫ 𝑑𝑹 exp[−𝛽(𝑈(𝑹) + 𝑉(𝑠(𝑹)))], and F(s) is the
unbiased free energy surface (FES). A remarkable feature of metadynamics is that it can be
described asymptotically by an ordinary differential equation that has the solution in the limit of
long time:
3

1

𝑉(𝑠, 𝑡) = − (1 − 𝛾) 𝐹(𝑠) + 𝑐(𝑡)

(5)

where
𝑐(𝑡) =

1

log
𝛽

∫ 𝑑𝑠 𝑒 −𝛽𝐹(𝑠)
∫ 𝑑𝑠 𝑒 −𝛽𝐹[(𝑠)+𝑉(𝑠,𝑡)]

(6)

is a time dependent constant that is independent of s.9,28 From here we can extract the FES up to
a constant as F(s) = -(1/𝛽) log NV(s) – V(s), where NV(s) is a histogram which is built over the
course of the biased simulation.
Due to metadynamics’ ability to easily extract unbiased FES’s from biased simulation. it
has gained much popularity since its advent in 2002 by Laio and Parrinello.4 The method is
extremely scalable only being limited by the molecular dynamics methods and forcefields
utilized in simulation. However, it has limitations like all methodologies, with one of the primary
limitations being that metadynamics deposits bias indiscriminately.10 Metadynamics does not
differentiate a transition state from a stable state, and so it can deposit bias on transition state,
effectively increasing the potential barrier which separates states. Due to this shortcoming,
conventional metadynamics does not do a good job at estimating system kinetics or dynamics
observables such as time correlation functions. The way one overcomes this in practice is to
deposit a new Gaussian kernel infrequently, so-called infrequent metadynamics.14 This method
takes advantage of the separation of time scales between the time spent visiting local minima and
the short time spent at the transition state. However, this reduction in the bias deposition rate
limits the usefulness of this approach for ab initio or QM/MM methods which are more
computationally intensive compared to conventional MD.
1.3 Variationally Enhanced Sampling (VES)
Recently, Variationally Enhanced Sampling (VES) was introduced and is similar in spirit
to metadynamics. Both build an external bias which is dependent on the CVs chosen. The
advantage that VES brings is that a bias is constructed on the fly to sample any target probability
4

distribution of interest. For QM/MM simulations, we can exploit the feature to design a bias
which does not fill the free energy surface indiscriminately as metadynamics does. Instead, it
only fills it to a predefined level which gives us more control over the magnitude by which we
accelerate the thermodynamics of the system, along with ensuring that we have a transition state
without bias. This allows us to obtain accurate kinetics from the biased simulation at a reduced
computational cost relative to infrequent metadynamics.10 It still has some of the limitations of
past methods however, such as the importance in the selection of CVs. If good CVs are not
chosen, then accurate barrier heights cannot be determined leading to incorrect predictions for
the reaction rates.
VES utilizes a convex functional of Valsson and Parrinello, which when minimized, will
provide a bias potential that samples according to a target probability distribution. In this work,
we chose a target probability which will locally fill the FES up to a predetermined level.11 The
functional is as follows:
1

𝛺(𝑉) = 𝛽 log

∫ 𝑑𝒔 exp[−𝛽(𝐹(𝑠)+𝑉(𝑠)]
∫ 𝑑𝒔 exp[−𝛽𝐹(𝑠)]

+ ∫ 𝑑𝒔 𝑝(𝒔)𝑉(𝒔)

(4)

where p(s) is an arbitrarily chosen probability distribution which is normalized. Minimizing the
functional with respect to V(s) tields the following relation which is valid up to an irrelevant
constant:
1

𝑉(𝑠) = −𝐹(𝒔) − 𝛽 log 𝑝(𝒔)

(5)

when p(s)  0 and V(s) = ∞ otherwise. The arbitrary distribution, p(s) is important because at the
minimum, the sampling of the CVs will follow the distribution p(s), allowing us to customize the
sampling of the FES more effciently.11 With this all, the variational form for V(s) is as follows:
𝑉(𝑠) = 𝑣(𝑠)𝑆(−𝑣(𝑠) − 𝐹𝑐 )

5

(6)

where Fc is the predetermined level which we want to stop depositing bias at, v(s) is a function built
up of basis set functions, like Legendre or Chebyshev polynomials, whose parameters are optimized
in order to minimize 𝛺(𝑉), and S(x) is a Fermi-type switching function of the form:

𝑆(𝑋) =

1
1+𝑒 𝜆 𝑋

(7)

where 𝜆 is a parameter that determines the speed at which the switching function goes to zero,
with units of inverse energy. This switching function ensures that deposition occur only at
locations on the FES where the FES itself is lower than the cutoff energy, Fc.10

Fig 1. A free energy surface with one collective variable. The variables of eq. 6 are shown with, the switching function S(x) (dashed blue line), for the chosen cut off, F c (green line). F(s) is the free energy surface, when added to the
bias, V(s) (red line) we fill the FES up to the cut off. Taken with permission from “Variationally Optimized Free
Energy Flooding for Rate Calculation” by McCarty et al., 2015. 10

1.4 Project Goals
The aim of this thesis is to produce a novel methodology using a combination of existing
methods which can extract information regarding the kinetics, mechanisms, and free energy
surface of a biochemical system of interest in condensed phases at reduced computational cost.
In my case I will be examining two biochemical systems using our methods: 1) chorismate
mutase, and 2) cytosine deaminase.

6

Fig 2. The reactions which chorismate mutase and cytosine deaminase catalyze, respectively.

These systems represent test-cases to develop and test new enhanced sampling methods.
The methods which will be utilized are: 1) variationally enhanced sampling (VES), a enhanced
sampling method which fills the free energy surface of system up to a predefined cutoff; 2) multi
class harmonic linear discriminant analysis (MC-HLDA), a method of selecting important
fluctuations in the system which to bias;13,17 3) parallel replica dynamics, a method of running
multiple simulations in tandem such that they share information regarding their respective
locations in the configuration space;23 4) QM/MM hybrid simulations. This form of molecular
dynamics allows us to focus our computational resources into specific regions of the system,
primarily the active site, by simulating these regions using quantum mechanics, while keeping
costs low by simulating everything else using molecular mechanics. The methodology will be
tested on two biochemical systems as the scalability of this method depends on the complexity of
the system at hand and the CVs that can be utilized.

7

2.0 Chorismate Mutase
Chorismate mutase was selected as a model system as it has been very well studied in
terms of MD simulations of the system.12,16,19,20,25 It provided me with a starting point where the
techniques I was interested in could be implemented more easily, as the system is simple. The
enzyme does not covalently bond to the substrate, only a few residues need to be included in the
QM region and it doesn’t feature any metal ions as we will see in our second test case.
Chorismate mutase has been used in numerous studies regarding QM/MM methods. Not only
because of its simplicity, but of its importance in numerous biological contexts. I am specifically
working with chorismate mutase from bacillus subtilis, a well-studied model organism for grampositive bacteria. The reaction which chorismate mutase catalyzes is shown in fig. 2 above. It is a
Claisen rearrangement in which chorismate interconverts to prephenate. This reaction is a part of
the Shikimate pathway, which creates tyrosine from phosphoenol pyruvate and erythrose-4phosphate. Fungi, bacteria, and plants use the pathway to build aromatic amino acids.24

Chorismate

Arg 90
Glu 78

Fig. 3 On the left: Chorismate mutase’s structure. On the right: The active site of chorismate mutase showing the
substrate, chorismate, and the two residues added into the QM region, Arg 90 and Glu 78.

8

2.1 Method
The files for the system were obtained from the Protein Data Bank under the id of
“2CHT”. The coordinates of the ligand and the proteins themselves were merged using the
ambertools software package.29 Excess subunits and inhibitors were removed during this
merging step. The system was placed inside a cube with side lengths of approximately 80
angstroms along with periodic boundaries. The system was then solvated by water molecules and
neutralized via the addition of sodium ions, finishing up the setup needed for the molecular
dynamics region. The MM region used the amber force fields for proteins, specifically
‘ff19SB’37, while the QM region utilized semi-empirical methods, specifically AM1, RM1 and
PM6.
Once the topology files were prepared for the system, equilibration began with a short
energy minimization using steepest descent in the CP2K software.27 We then performed a 5 ps
molecular dynamics run at a constant volume and temperature, the NVT ensemble, using the
velocity rescaling thermostat.30 This was followed by a 5 ps MD run at a constant pressure, the
NPT ensemble, using the same thermostat along with the barostat of Martyna et al.36. Next, the
QM region was delineated, first starting with just the substrate, via the CP2K input file. A simple
CV was utilized, the difference between the length of the bond that needs to be broken, and the
bond that needs to be formed.

d2

d2
d1

d2

d2

d1

d1

9

d1

Fig 4. Chorismate (left) and
prephenate (right) with the two
bond lengths involved in the
collective variable used for the
simulations. The collective
variable is the difference between
these bonds: d1 – d2. The sign of
the CV can tell us if we have
chorismate or prephenate, as the
CV should be positive if we have
chorismate and negative for
prephenate.

The associated input files for running the simulation in CP2K were modified from CP2K
tutorials on their site.27 The open-source, community-developed PLUMED library31, version
2.6.0-dev32, was used to setup the input files for the metadynamics and VES simulations. These
input files are included in the supplementary material. The metadynamics simulations that will
be discussed had the following parameters: they were ran for 60 ps, with a timestep of half a
femtosecond. The electronic structure method utilized was the semiempirical PM633, after some
brief benchmarking showed it gave us a reasonable tradeoff between accuracy and performance,
compared to other methods we looked at, AM1 and RM1. We also investigated the effect of
introducing important amino acid side chains into the QM region. The system had two residues,
Arg 90 and Glu 78, in the quantum mechanical region along with the substrate. These two
residues have been included in the QM/MM simulations of this system in the literature.16,25 I was
not aiming to get a converged free energy surface here, instead I am demonstrating that the CV
can be used to sample the reactant state, product state and the transition state and provide an
estimated height of the free energy barrier that makes the reaction a rare event. To that end I
picked these residues as they’ve been shown to provide a good amount of stabilization to the
transition state.20
2.2 Results & Discussion
Using CP2K and PLUMED, multiple molecular dynamics simulations were run using
both metadynamics, and VES. These simulations were able to successfully replicate the reaction
using three semi-empirical methods. With these simulations I was also able to create a path
variable out of the coordinates from the successful simulations. A path variable is a CV which
describes the configurations of the system from the start of a reaction to the end.26 The system is
pushed towards these configurations using the enhanced sampling method of choice. I was also

10

able to get some barrier heights from the metadynamics simulations, while not fully converged
the barrier heights seem consistent with one another.
Metadynamics was initially used to gauge the performance of simulating the system on a
high-performance GPU workstation (8 CPU threads and 1 Nvidia RTX 2080 GPU). We also
made use of the Western CSE cluster. I tested three semi-empirical methods that have been used
in other QM/MM studies into the system.12,15,16,20 The three methods utilized and the free energy
surface that was recreated from those simulations are shown below in fig. 4. Table 1 contains the
pertinent parameters I used to deliberate which method would work best for us. An accurate,
fully-converged, free energy surface from metadynamics requires many forward and reverse
reactions to be sampled as the method is very slowly converging. The free energy is estimated
from the metadynamics bias according to equation 2, where the bias potential is the sum of all
the deposited Gaussian kernals. In this case I did not have enough sampling to present a fully
converged free energy surface; however, this was not my primary goal. These simulations did
not run for long enough as they were primarily used to gauge the stability and performance of
these different methods and so these free energy surfaces are not representative of the true
surface. However, the degree of agreement seen between the three surfaces certainly is an
affirming result, as significant differences in these results due to a choice in a semi empirical
method would mean that likely something went wrong in the setup of these files, most likely
with allocation of electrostatic charges. The simplicity of the system should allow it to work with
just about any semi-empirical method without issue, but this does not mean they all work equally
as well. In the end, I decided upon PM6 as all the methods seemed to retrieve similar free energy
surfaces, but PM6 had the fastest steps on average, reflected by the lowest CPU time per step,
and crossed the potential energy barrier quicker than the others in terms of number of steps.
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Fig 5. The free energy surfaces obtained from three different metadynamics simulations, each utilizing a different
semi-empirical method. AM1 is shown in purple, RM1 in green and PM6 in blue. These simulations ran for 30 ps,
with depositions of bias occurring every 50 steps. The residues Arg 90 and Glu 78 were added into the QM region in
these simulations. The reactant, transition state and product are shown over their respective basin/peak.

Method
Barrier Height
Time to First
Crossing Event
Avg. CPU Time
Per Step

AM1
~49 kcal/mol

RM1
~47 kcal/mol

PM6
~57 kcal/mol

18.75 ps

13.31 ps

9.96 ps

9.14 s

6.58 s

6.33 s

Table 1. The results of the benchmarking of the various semiepiracal methods. The first crossing event is the
simulation time taken in order for the system to cross the potential energy barrier and enter the next basin.

Along with this, more simulations were ran adding residues into the quantum mechanical
region of the simulation along with the substrate. Arg 90 and Glu 78 were added to the QM
region, shown in fig. 3 ,starting first with Arg 90. These residues were connected to the rest of
the system via a link atom, typically the second carbon in the backbone of the residue. The link
atom was created between the alpha carbon MM atom and the beta carbon QM atom using the
Integrated Molecular Orbital and Molecular Mechanics (IMMOM) method as implemented by
CP2K. These residues have been shown to create hydrogen bonds with the substrate in a manner
which activate it, and so adding it into the QM region should allow us to see the decrease in
12

energy required to perform the reaction.25 We see the largest drop when Arg 90 was first added,
and much smaller drop when Glu 78 was added.

Fig 6. Free energy surfaces taken from metadynamics simulations with varying amounts of residues in the QM
region. In purple is the fes for just the substrate. In green is the fes for substrate and the Arg90 residue. In blue is the
fes for the substrate along with the Arg 90 and Glu 78 residue.

The stabilization of the transition state induced by the addition of residues into the QM
region has been well-documented in other studies and most agree that Glu 78 and Arg 90 are the
largest contributors to this effect.25
Along with this all, I used the metadynamics results to build a path variable out of the
frames of the simulation which best represented the transition between the reactant and product.
The path variable is simply a set of coordinates which will be used to bias the position of the
atoms towards the coordinates in the set. These coordinates correspond to the process of interest,
and will go from the start of the process to the end of it. The frames are chosen by finding sets of
coordinates in which the RMSD between each set is kept equal between all sets, so that the
transition between sets is smooth and realistic. The method provides two metrics that describe
the progress of the simulation and allows one to check in without rendering the system in a
13

visualizing software.26 For a more complex system, a path variable is a good tool as simple
variables will usually be insufficient to get the reaction done, and using many variables increases
the computational resources needed for the simulation. Path variables will not be needed in the
case of chorismate mutase, however we plan on using them on cytosine deaminase.
Using VES, we were able to simulate the system and see multiple crossing events. More
work still needs to be done in order to compute mean first passage times and to retrieve proper
kinetics from these simulations. However, the preliminary work did provide a good starting
system to work on before trying the method on cytosine deaminase. For these simulations a basis
set of 20 Legendre polynomials were used to build the bias. The bias was written as:
𝑉(𝑠) = ∑20
𝑖=0 𝛼𝑖 𝑃𝑖 (𝑠)

(8)

where 𝛼𝑖 are the set of coefficients to be optimized by the variational procedure and 𝑃𝑖 (𝑠) are
the Legendre polynomials. The target distribution was a uniform distribution of 80 kcal/mol
which spanned the phase space between -8 angstroms to 8 angstroms with respect to the CV,
which was chosen after testing with an energy cutoff of 80 kcal/mol. The default value of the 𝜆
in the Fermi switching function given by equation 7 was kept at 10 kcal/mol. This value ensures
a reasonably sharp cutoff in the probability distribution at the energy cutoff. First, we started by
testing different cutoff energies, testing between 30 kcal/mol and 80 kcal/mol. We suspected the
optimal energy cutoff would be somewhere between 60 kcal/mol and 80 kcal/mol, as this is
roughly what we see in the metadynamics results. I ended up going with 80 kcal/mol so that we
could get the initial crossing quickly and hopefully start seeing multiple crossover events. Since
QM/MM simulations are more computationally intensive than MD, the basis set coefficients
need to be updated frequently during the simulation. Here the coefficients are updated according
to the recursion relation:
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𝛼 𝑛+1 = 𝛼 𝑛 − 𝜇[Ω′(𝛼̅) + Ω′′(𝛼̅)[𝛼 𝑛 − 𝛼̅]]

(9)

where 𝜇 is a fixed step size set to 0.3 and
Ω′ = 〈

𝜕𝑉(𝑠)
𝜕𝛼𝑖

〉𝑉 − 〈

𝜕𝑉(𝑠)
𝜕𝛼𝑖

〉𝑝

(10)

where the first set of brackets indicates an average over the biased simulation and the second
brackets an average over the target probability distribution. In this work the average over the
biased simulation is accumulated over 100 steps (50 fs). This averaging is short because of the
computational demands of QM/MM simulations. The short averaging window led to some issue
regarding the manner in which the bias is averaged over the course of the simulation which will
now be discussed in more detail.
I found that during the start of the simulation, there was very steady growth in the bias
built up. In the top left of fig. 6, the bias grows steadily, only increasing in increments of about
10 kcal/mol. However, in the top right of fig 6., the bias between 60 ps and 90 ps is shown, and
the bias changes extremely between 5 ps time frames. The changes do correspond with the
position of CV according to the CV vs. time graph at the bottom of fig. 6. We see at 85 ps, that
the system has moved into a new basin, one that lies between the CV values of 0 angstroms and 2 angstroms, and by 90 ps the system moved back towards positive CV values, which is reflected
in the movement of the bias towards the positive side of the x axis.
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Fig 7. Preliminary VES results. On top left: The bias from the start of the simulation to 30 ps of simulation time. On
top right: The bias from the 60 ps to 90 ps. On bottom: The value of the collective variable over the course of the
simulation.

The erratic behavior of the bias from 60 – 90 ps is due to a lack of sampling during the
short window over which the bias is updated variationally. Overall, I obtained a fairly good
amount of data out of these simulations, but there is still some issue that needs to be fixed in the
implementation of this method. At first all seems well, but as the time grows it seems that the
bias acts more erratically.
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2.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, I have presented a study of chorismate mutase using QM/MM simulations
combined with two enhanced sampling methods. The first method being the widely used
metadynamics. The results show that metadynamics is able to simulate the system and lead to
efficient barrier crossings along the reaction coordinate with the choice of the collective variable
being the difference of the bond lengths between the bond we would like the break and the bond
would like to create. This led me to create a path variable that can be used to further bias the
simulation along the reaction coordinate. Unfortunately, the slow convergence of metadynamics
means that in the 60 ps of simulation time, only a small number of crossing events occurred,
meaning the uncertainty in the free energy as computed by equation 5 is quite large. Nonetheless,
the information obtained from these preliminary metadynamics simulations can be useful for
comparing different semiempirical methods. Comparing three common semiempirical methods,
AM1, RM1 and PM6, the estimated barrier heights are similar but PM6 transition occurred in
less time, both in terms of simulation time and real-world time. It is well known that semiempirical methods are less accurate then other methods such as DFT, but have a reduced
computational cost. The estimated barrier heights from these semi-empirical methods can be
compared to DFT calculations (possibly in vacuum) to estimate the accuracy of these methods
for studying biochemical reactions.
2.4 Future Work
After all these results were retrieved and discussed, the focus of the project was shifted
from chorismate mutase to cytosine deaminase to try the same methodology. The degree of
complexity of cytosine deaminase in terms of active site features and reaction mechanism is
much greater then chorismate mutase. Once that is done, focus will return to chorismate in order
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to utilize parallel replica dynamics and MC-HLDA, which will again act as preliminary trial
before trying the same method on cytosine deaminase. Once a more complex and optimal CV
has been successfully implemented, then parallel replica dynamics can be used to further
optimize the use of computational resources. After this benchmarking will be done for a final
time to retrieve statistics regarding the speed of the simulation using varying computational
resources.
Results indicate that we need to improve our implementation of VES to properly simulate
the system and retrieve kinetics data. The primary issue I have been running into is the way that
the bias is averaged between iterations. Early on it seems to build up bias well, but once the
system moves into other areas of the phase space, the simulation seems to “forget” about
previous bias that has been deposited. This ends up creating a situation in which the CV can
fluctuate wildly as new bias is rapidly deposited in unexplored phase space and deconstructed in
previously explored phase space. This is where multiple walkers could help us leverage the
computational resources that we already have. We could start many walkers in different
locations, have them gently build up bias in their respective starting location, and once one of
them moves to another basin, we can stop the simulation, and move them back to their starting
location. This could alleviate the issues being seen when moving into a new basin with VES,
while still exploring a majority of the phase space.
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3.0 Cytosine Deaminase
The work done on chorismate mutase was to test enhanced sampling methods
(metadynamics and VES) on a simple reaction coordinate to speed up QM/MM simulations.
Cytosine deaminase is a more complex system and has not been well-studied. Cytosine
deaminase presented us with a major challenge in comparison to chorismate mutase. Cytosine
deaminase is seen naturally in fungi and prokaryotes, making up a part of the pyrimidine salvage
pathway.18 In this thesis I am working with yeast cytosine deaminase specifically. Cytosine
deaminase has also been shown more interest, as it is a candidate in anticancer gene therapy.
Cytosine deaminase can produce 5-fluorouracil from the prodrug 5-fluorocytosine. 5fluorocytosine is reasonably non-toxic to humans, while the product, 5-fluorouracil, is highly
toxic to the gastrointestinal and hematopoietic systems. Producing the product in the tumor will
minimize any unintended toxic effects of using 5-fluorouracil as a chemotherapeutic.21

5-flurocytosine

5-flurouracil

Fig 8. The deamination of 5-fluorocytosine to create 5-fluorouracil.
His 62

Glu 64

Zn2+

Cytosine
Water

Cys 91

Cys 94

Fig 9. Structure (left) and active site (right) of cytosine deaminase, along with the residues and
molecules being modeled by quantum mechanics.
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The system is more complex in two aspects: first, the active site of cytosine deaminase
contains more residues, which covalently bond to the substrate. There is a zinc ion present,
which complicates the simulations as the semi-empirical methods we are using are not optimized
for metal ions. Along with this, the mechanism of cytosine deaminase is more complex, there are
more intermediate steps, and the individual steps of the mechanism will require different
collective variables. The mechanism is shown in full in fig. 9, shown below. An understanding of
the mechanism could lead to insights regarding protein engineering or mutational studies.
Step 2

Step 1

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 3

Step 3

Fig 10. The full mechanism of cytosine deaminase. Adapted from “Crystal Structure of Yeast Cytosine Deaminase:
Insights Into Enzyme Mechanism and Evolution.” by Ko et al., 2003.35
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3.1 Method
The files for this system were obtained from the protein data bank under the id ‘1P6O’.
We removed one of the subunits leaving us with only a single active site and removed the extra
molecules present. We combined it with the ligand, which was simply cytosine for the starting
trials. It should be noted that yeast cytosine deaminase is a functional dimer, with a single active
site per protein chain. Each of the active site contains a catalytic zinc coordinated by several
residues and a water molecule. For computational investigation into the catalytic mechanism, I
will only be considering a single protomer unit as it constitutes the smallest catalytic unit. Once
the system was built, it was subjected to the same operations as the chorismate mutase system
was, all the selections in forcefields and software was also the same. First, I performed solvation
by water molecules and neutralization via sodium ions, and then a series of equilibration steps
were done, and finally the delineation of the quantum mechanical region, which in the case of
cytosine deaminase is much more complex in comparison to chorismate mutase. There are
multiple residues which are included in the QM region: His 62, Cys 91, Cys 94, and Glu 64. As
before, all residues included in the QM region were capped between the alpha carbon (in the
MM region) and the beta carbon (in the QM region). These are all connected to the MM region
via link atoms. Along with these residues the QM region also contains a water molecule, which is
deprotonated in the starting steps of cytosine deaminase’s mechanism, and a zinc atom, around
which many of the nearby residues coordinate. A flowchart describing the process is shown
below in fig. 11. We found that the system seemed to be most stable when using the PM6
method, and so we used it for all the simulations regarding cytosine deaminase.
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Input protein structure

Remove excess units
and molecules

MD parameters and
topology
Solvate system with
water
Neutralize with Na+
Equilibration
Energy Minimization
NVT
NPT
QM/MM Parameters
Delineate QM
Region
Ready for
QM/MM
Hybrid
Simulations

Fig 11. An overview of the basics of the full system’s creation. First protein structures are gathered and edited to
only contain the relevant systems. Next, solvation and neutralization are performed, and the basic MD equilibrations
can be done once the MD parameters and topology are gathered. Finally, the QM/MM parameters are specified and
the system is ready for QM/MM MD simulations.
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The different steps of the mechanism of cytosine deaminase necessitated different CVs
for each of the steps. I decided it would be best to take the mechanism one step at a time, and so I
started first with the deprotonation of the water in the active site. For this step, a simple
difference of bond lengths was used.

d2
d1

d2

d1

Fig 12. The bond lengths used for the first collective variables, the water molecule is deprotonated, and the proton is
taken over to one of the oxygens on Glu 64. The collective variable is the difference of the two bond lengths: d 1 – d2.

The next step involved getting the proton to transfer to the cytosine’s unprotonated
nitrogen. For this I utilized a combination of three CVs: first, the CV from the last step, second, a
difference of bonds made up of the bond to be formed and the bond to be broken, and finally, the
torsion angle of Glu 78’s side chain.

Fig 13. The bond lengths and angles
used for the collective variables. One of
the bond distances, d2, is used again in
the second collective variable along
with the bond distance d3. The
difference of bond lengths used is: d2 –
d3. Along with this we have two angles
which are varied in order to adjust the
torsion angle of Glu78’s side chain.

d3
d2

I am still working with this CV at the time, as I have had trouble getting the side chain to
rotate over towards the cytosine’s nitrogen.
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3.2 Results & Discussion
I am still working on simulating the full mechanism, but I have been able to gather data
on the first two steps. The first step was simple enough to get done, as I only need to move a
single proton, and bond it to an oxygen which was located fairly close to it. The difference in
bond length collective variable we had been using on chorismate mutase works well here too.

Fig 14. The free energy profile for the first step in the mechanism of cytosine deaminase. The collective variable
here is the difference in the bond lengths between the bond we broke, between one of the water’s protons and the
oxygen, and the bond we would like to form, between the newly free proton and the oxygen present on the Glu64.

The free energy surface here is not converged of course but it provided me with an idea
of the barrier I am trying to cross. In other literature, the size of this barrier has been reported as
about 12 kcal/mol.18 We see about a 10 kcal/mol barrier here, so I am not too far off from
literature values. While this step was easily facilitated by a single variable, the next is not able to
be done in a similar manner.
For the next step I needed to transfer the proton from the Glu 64 over to the unprotonated
nitrogen on cytosine. This proved to be a bit more difficult than anticipated, as I ran into a few
issues. I first tried using another difference of bond lengths, however I found that the proton
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would return to the oxygen from which I split it from and pull the whole water molecule in tow
towards the cytosine. I found that this happened often and so I introduced restraints to try and
keep the distance between the two large enough to stop rebinding. These restrains would often
cause issues and spikes in energy inside the QM region, and this might lead to unphysical results,
so I moved onto other ideas. I kept the collective variable from the last step since I saw that
without the CV, that the proton would return to the rest of the water molecule and take it in tow
to the cytosine’s nitrogen. In addition to this I added another collective variable, the torsion angle
of Glu 78’s side chain. I am still working with this collective variable at the moment.
3.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, I have performed metadynamics simulations of the first step in the
conversion of cytosine to uracil in the active site of the cytosine deaminase enzyme. The primary
challenge facing us is the creation of collective variable which can facilitate the individual steps
of the mechanism. My strategy has been to break the reaction into the most elementary steps
possible, in hopes of finding obvious parameters that would work as collective variables. In
contrast to chorismate mutase, there is no clear reaction coordinate. The first step was successful
and after a metadynamics simulation where bias was deposited along the reaction coordinate, I
was able to transfer a proton from water to Glu 64, and I seemed to retrieve a reasonable barrier
height which agrees with the literature value of ~10 kcal/mol. However, the product of this step
is an unstable intermediate that quickly returns to the starting structure when bias is removed.
Starting from this intermediate, I have been attempting to use three collective variables, but these
simulations have typically crashed due to the addition of too much bias, or the reaction will
simply not occur in a reasonable time. The latter issue being a result of the 3-D metadynamics
which I have been attempting. One option would be to use the nudged elastic band34 (NEB)
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method in order to explore the reaction pathway and gain some insight into what a efficient
collective variable might be. Regardless, trial and error will always be an option as we
experiment with other collective variables.
3.4 Future Work
The most pressing goal will be to get the whole system simulated using coarse collective
variables like those that have been shown. Once this is done, one can move onto making a path
variable for it like the one made for chorismate mutase. This will allow data to be retrieved from
the many metastable states of the reaction mechanism, which is needed in order to develop a
more sophisticated CV that can facilitate the whole mechanism and allow the system to be
simulated in one go. Somewhere in this process the hope is that parallel replica dynamics can be
implemented in order to use computational resources more efficiently. Beyond this the second
goal is to perform VES on the system. This will allow kinetics data to be retrieved for the
individual steps of the reaction and will allow one to identify the rate-limiting step. This will still
need to be worked out on the chorismate side of this study, but first simulating cytosine
deaminase using metadynamics will help greatly. Metadynamics can provide us with a rough
estimate of what our energy cutoffs should be. This will save us both time and computational
resources that might have otherwise been spent guessing and checking different cutoff values.
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4.0 Conclusion
In this thesis I have investigated the use of two enhanced sampling methods, the popular
metadynamics, and the newer variationally enhanced sampling in their ability to do QM/MM
simulations of biochemical systems. Both methods are dependent on a collective variable. As a
starting point, I worked with chorismate mutase and investigated the interconversion of
chorismate to prephenate. In this case, I utilized a simple CV, the difference in bond lengths
between the bonds that need to be broken and formed (C-C bond and C-O bond shown in fig. 4).
While, QM/MM simulations have great potential to study enzyme reactions, they are mainly
limited by the computational cost required to run them. I tested a number of semiempirical
methods in order to find a trade-off between accuracy and efficiency. The methods tested were
the AM1, RM1 and PM6. All three methods give similar free-energy barrier heights, validating
the methods used. The reaction occurred in the shortest amount of time using the PM6 method,
both in terms of simulated time and real world time. It would be interesting to see how these
methods compare to newer semi-empirical methods and to DFTB. From the successful reaction,
I constructed a path CV of equally spaced frames along the reaction coordinate that can be used
to sample the reaction along a specific path.
Metadynamics is a slowly converging process, and the bias potential did not converge
during any of the 60 ps simulations. In order to get kinetics, I attempted to use the VES
procedure to drive the system from reactant to product without any biasing of the transition state.
The VES procedure uses a stochastic optimization procedure to construct the bias on the fly.
Because of the computational cost of QM/MM simulations, the bias needs to be updated
frequently, and this caused problems with the convergence of the bias from the stochastic
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optimization procedure. This is a limitation in the VES method that needs to be solved before
this method can be applied to QM/MM simulations and will be the focus of future work.
The final part of this thesis is the investigation of a more complex reaction: the
conversion of cytosine to uracil in the yeast cytosine deaminase protein. The reaction involves
multiple transition states and it is not intuitively obvious what a good collective variable to use
would be. My strategy was to break the reaction into a series of steps, each with a clear CV.
Using bond distances as a CV again, I was able to drive the protonation of Glu 64 by
deprotonation of a water in the active site, using the metadynamics. The estimated barrier height
of ~10 kcal/mol, agrees with the literature value of ~12 kcal/mol. Unfortunately, the intermediate
state is unstable without the bias present, and it quickly returns to starting state. Several
metadynamics simulations using different combinations of CVs were ran in attempts to reach the
second transition state. Unfortunately, these simulations were unsuccessful, either due to slow
convergence of metadynamics or due to the instability of the intermediate. A way forward would
be to try an alternative approach, such as nudged elastic band (NEB) to sample a hypothetical
raction coordinate.
Once the issues are dealt with I believe that these methods can be applicable to a number
of studies. Mutational studies could utilize it to compare the kinetics of many iterations of
enzymes. Systems in which CV choices are obvious will be perfect models for these methods,
perhaps in more controlled environments like crystal lattices. There are many factors that come
into play when trying to simulate these systems: the computational resources afforded to a team,
the force fields and models that have been built over the history of this discipline, the software
that is available and trusted, and the protein data that is provided to the community by structural
biologists, along with many more. These all need to be taken account of and understood so that
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one is not just working with an incomprehensible “black box” so to speak. These methods: VES,
metadynamics, MC-HLDA and parallel replica dynamics can work in tandem. If these methods
can be simplified and packaged into a set of programs then we believe it can be invaluable tool to
researchers who may find MD methods inaccessible and to those who are experienced in the
field.
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Supplementary Information
PLUMED Metadynamics input file
UNITS LENGTH=A TIME=fs ENERGY=kcal/mol #define units
d1: DISTANCE ATOMS=5663,5675 # define params used in colvar
d2: DISTANCE ATOMS=5670,5671
S1: COMBINE ARG=d1,d2 COEFFICIENTS=1,-1 PERIODIC=NO # define colvar
METAD ...
LABEL=metd
ARG=S1 # colvar used in metad
SIGMA=.5 # width of gaussian
HEIGHT=1.5 # height of gaussian
PACE=100 # rate of deposition
GRID_MIN=-12 # bounds of phase space defined by colvar
GRID_MAX=12
GRID_BIN=150 # number of bins in the phase space
BIASFACTOR=18 # value of bias factor
TEMP=298 # temperature of sim
... METAD
PRINT ARG=S1,d1,d2,metd.* FILE=COLVARS STRIDE=10 # params to be printed out and the rate
at which they are printed.
FLUSH STRIDE=1

PLUMED VES input file
# set units
UNITS LENGTH=A TIME=ps ENERGY=kcal/mol
# define colvars of sys
d1: DISTANCE ATOMS=5663,5675
d2: DISTANCE ATOMS=5670,5671
S1: COMBINE ARG=d1,d2 COEFFICIENTS=1,-1 PERIODIC=NO
# Set upper barrier to ensure the system gets pushed into the right basis
U1: UPPER_WALLS ARG=S1 AT=4.60 KAPPA=120.0
# Select basis set to use for building bias
bf1: BF_LEGENDRE ORDER=20 MINIMUM=-8 MAXIMUM=8
### HERE WE RUN VES
td: TD_UNIFORM
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VES_LINEAR_EXPANSION ...
ARG=S1
BASIS_FUNCTIONS=bf1
LABEL=variational
TEMP=297
BIAS_CUTOFF=80.0
BIAS_CUTOFF_FERMI_LAMBDA=10.0
TARGET_DISTRIBUTION=td
... VES_LINEAR_EXPANSION
OPT_AVERAGED_SGD ...
RESTART=NO
BIAS=variational
STRIDE=100
LABEL=var-S
STEPSIZE=0.3
COEFFS_FILE=coeffs.dat
INITIAL_COEFFS=i_coeffs.dat
BIAS_OUTPUT=10
TARGETDIST_STRIDE=40
TARGETDIST_OUTPUT=40
COEFFS_OUTPUT=1
... OPT_AVERAGED_SGD
# Stop simulation after the transition
#COMMITTOR ARG=S1 BASIN_LL1=4.0 BASIN_UL1=5.0 STRIDE=600
### FINALLY PRINT EVERYTHING
PRINT FILE=COLVAR ARG=S1,d1,d2,variational.*,U1.* STRIDE=100
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Metadynamics input file: Cytosine Deaminase, Global and Force Evaluation Sections
&GLOBAL
PROJECT MONITOR
PRINT_LEVEL LOW
RUN_TYPE MD
&END GLOBAL

&EWALD
EWALD_TYPE PME
ALPHA .40
GMAX 80
&END EWALD
&END POISSON
&FORCE_EVAL
&END MM
METHOD QMMM
&SUBSYS
STRESS_TENSOR ANALYTICAL
&CELL
&DFT
ABC [angstrom]
CHARGE -1
73.6556960 73.5178610 73.8039010
&QS
ALPHA_BETA_GAMMA 90 90 90
METHOD PM6
&END CELL
&SE
&TOPOLOGY
&COULOMB
CONN_FILE_FORMAT AMBER
CUTOFF [angstrom] 10.0
CONN_FILE_NAME system_qm&END
charge.parm7
&EXCHANGE
&END TOPOLOGY
CUTOFF [angstrom] 10.0
!NA+ is not recognized by CP2K, so
&END
it is necessary to define it here using
&END
KIND
&END QS
&KIND NA+
&SCF
ELEMENT Na
MAX_SCF 30
&END KIND
EPS_SCF 1.0E-6
&KIND NS
SCF_GUESS ATOMIC
ELEMENT N
&OT
&END KIND
MINIMIZER DIIS
&KIND NS3
PRECONDITIONER FULL_SINELEMENT N
GLE_INVERSE
&END KIND
&END
&KIND NS4
&OUTER_SCF
ELEMENT N
EPS_SCF 1.0E-6
&END KIND
MAX_SCF 10
&KIND NS1
&END
ELEMENT N
&PRINT
&END KIND
&RESTART OFF
&KIND NS2
&END
ELEMENT N
&RESTART_HISTORY OFF
&END KIND
&END
&KIND ZN2+
&END
ELEMENT ZN
&END SCF
&END KIND
&END DFT
&KIND NV
&MM
ELEMENT N
&FORCEFIELD
&END KIND
PARMTYPE AMBER
&COLVAR
PARM_FILE_NAME system_qm&DISTANCE_FUNCTION
charge.parm7
COEFFICIENT -1
&SPLINE
ATOMS 2424 2426 2428 2430
EMAX_SPLINE 1.0E8
&END DISTANCE_FUNCTION
RCUT_NB [angstrom] 10
&END COLVAR
&END SPLINE
&END SUBSYS
&END FORCEFIELD
&QMMM
&POISSON
ECOUPL COULOMB
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&CELL
ABC 40 40 40
ALPHA_BETA_GAMMA
90 90 90
&END CELL
&QM_KIND H
MM_INDEX 2425
MM_INDEX 2426
MM_INDEX 2427
MM_INDEX 2429
MM_INDEX 2430
MM_INDEX 896
MM_INDEX 897
MM_INDEX 901
MM_INDEX 903
MM_INDEX 905
MM_INDEX 920
MM_INDEX 921
MM_INDEX 923
MM_INDEX 924
MM_INDEX 1343
MM_INDEX 1344
MM_INDEX 1382
MM_INDEX 1383
MM_INDEX 2441
MM_INDEX 2440
&END QM_KIND
&QM_KIND N
MM_INDEX 2428
MM_INDEX 2431
MM_INDEX 2434
MM_INDEX 899
MM_INDEX 902
&END QM_KIND
&QM_KIND C
MM_INDEX 2432
MM_INDEX 2435
MM_INDEX 2436
MM_INDEX 2437
MM_INDEX 895
MM_INDEX 898
MM_INDEX 900
MM_INDEX 904
MM_INDEX 919
MM_INDEX 922
MM_INDEX 925
MM_INDEX 1342
MM_INDEX 1381
&END QM_KIND
&QM_KIND O
MM_INDEX 2433
MM_INDEX 926
MM_INDEX 927
MM_INDEX 2439

&END QM_KIND
&QM_KIND ZN
MM_INDEX 2424
&END QM_KIND
&QM_KIND S
MM_INDEX 1345
MM_INDEX 1384
&END QM_KIND
&LINK
MM_INDEX 893
QM_INDEX 895
LINK_TYPE IMOMM
&END LINK
&LINK
MM_INDEX 917
QM_INDEX 919
LINK_TYPE IMOMM
&END LINK
&LINK
MM_INDEX 1340
QM_INDEX 1342
LINK_TYPE IMOMM
&END LINK
&LINK
MM_INDEX 1379
QM_INDEX 1381
LINK_TYPE IMOMM
&END LINK
&END QMMM
&END FORCE_EVAL

Metadynamics input file: Cytosine Deaminase, Motion and Restart Section
&MOTION
&MD
ENSEMBLE NVT
TIMESTEP [fs] 0.5
STEPS 10000 !5000 fs = 5ps
TEMPERATURE 298
&THERMOSTAT
TYPE NOSE
REGION GLOBAL
&NOSE
TIMECON [fs] 100.
&END NOSE
&END THERMOSTAT
&END MD
&FREE_ENERGY
&METADYN
USE_PLUMED .TRUE.
PLUMED_INPUT_FILE ./plumed_diff.inp
&END METADYN
&END FREE_ENERGY
&PRINT
&RESTART
! This section controls the printing of restart files
&EACH
! A restart file will be printed every 10000 md steps
MD 1000
&END
&END
&RESTART_HISTORY
! This section controls dumping of unique restart files during the run keeping
all of them.Most useful if recovery is needed at a later point.
&EACH
! A new restart file will be printed every 10000 md steps
MD 1000
&END
&END
&TRAJECTORY
! Thes section Controls the output of the trajectory
FORMAT XYZ
! Format of the output trajectory is XYZ
&EACH
! New trajectory frame will be printed each 100 md steps
MD 250
&END
&END
&END PRINT
&END MOTION
&EXT_RESTART
RESTART_FILE_NAME NPT-1.restart
RESTART_COUNTERS .FALSE.
RESTART_THERMOSTAT .FALSE.
&END
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